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Me growing up

I grew up in a society where women wear makeup. Every woman. Every woman

that I felt was some sort of female idol or was standing up for women's

rights also massively sexualised themselves- from Madonna to the spice

girls, it seemed more about appearance and appearing sexually attractive

to men than anything else. "Feminist" was a dirty word and implied all

sort of horrors and unacceptable appearance like hairy legs, dungaree

wearing, fat; basically ugly angry women that simply acted in this way

because they couldn't get a man.

Where I grew up it was all about looks for the females. I'm sure one of my

earliest childhood memories is my mum squeezing blistered and plastered

feet into red stilettos and applying pink lipstick constantly. I grew up

on a council estate in Bolton where the women worked hard in their full

time jobs as cleaners or shop workers then came home to their second full

time job that was parenting and tending their husbands. The things I

remember about these women from this estate were their nicotine stained

fingernails, their blonde hair with jet-black roots and about 6 kids

screaming around them. And all they talked about was beauty. What diet

they were trying this week, what girdle they were saving up for in the

catalogue and how they'd spotted a neighbour going to the shop 'without

her face on'.

I remember being desperate to wear makeup, it felt like it was a rite of

passage. Make up would make me look mature and feel mature and everyone

would treat me like an adult woman. I used to wear a little mascara and

lip-gloss to school, it made me feel good. After school I moved away from



home to Skipton and got a job working on the Clinique counter. I thought

it was great. Us girls all tried to look as fabulous as possible every day

and plastered makeup on ourselves to enhance our natural beauty or bury

the imperfections. It was fun and sometimes all the pampering made me feel

great but it never lasted because I just didn't look like Naomi Campbell.

And if I got a spot I was horrified and it ruined my day I felt everyone

was looking at it and thought I was ugly. Kate moss never got spots but I

did and I was ugly.

Herstory

There was a time when makeup was worn in Western society only by actors

for greater stage presence and prostitutes who wore lipstick to replace

the redness of their vulva to make blowjobs more pleasurable for the man

they were servicing.

The Suffragettes wore bright red lipstick as an act of defiance to tell

the world that they could do whatever they pleased with their bodies. Yet

consumerism/ capitalism saw this as a massive marketing opportunity. Their

act of defiance was instead a fantastic opportunity to profit from women's

insecurities. Makeup became a requirement that women could not escape,

rather than a sign of liberation.

Consumerism

We are faced with 3000 advertising images a day with almost all of them

containing at least indirect if not direct beauty messages aimed at women.



Sandra Bartky believes that women are psychologically oppressed through

being stereotyped, culturally dominated and sexually objectified. She

described the corporate interests in the beauty industry as "central

producers and regulators of femininity" taking over from the family and

the church.

I work with young women that wear makeup from the age of 8. But its not

surprising given the fact that we never see women without it in the street

or in the media and if we do then it is repulsive, lazy or even mad

behaviour. Kiss cosmetics recently teamed up with Disney to sell makeup

kits to young girls. Winnie the Pooh, Barbie and Tinkerbell sell girls (as

said on the box) over the age of 4 makeup and feed them into the beauty

regime.

Every woman I know feels sometimes, some even all the time, that they are

unattractive or even that life isn't worth living unless we achieve the

beauty ideal. Yet this ideal that is pushed onto us from the media and

advertising industries is and ideal that is impossible to achieve. The

models we try to assimilate are of 1 in 8 billion proportions and probably

not very healthy. They are also airbrushed, liposucked and cosmetically

altered in surgery. We are set up to fail.

And why? Who benefits from our failures, our depression and low self-

esteem that we feel when we see these false images of beauty? Well, the

people that are trying to sell us the remedies to our failed beauty.

Shopping and beauty are fetishised by adverts and encourage us to feel

like beautification is looking after ourselves and is a treat. We are told





that the most empowering thing a woman can do is to get beauty therapy.

Contemporary marketing makes us feel like we're not only buying a product,

but that we are also buying into a lifestyle or an image.

Some companies have started to market their products at a more liberal

audience with ads that appear to be on our side like Dove's "Campaign for

Real Beauty" which still objectifies women and even encourages judgement

on the girls appearance with tick-boxes next to their images, yet tries to

make us feel that we are changing sexist perceptions. L'oreal tells us

that we're worth it but its just women's lib by credit card.

Women are the main consumers of beauty, with 90% of cosmetic surgery

patients being female, but it is true that men are also now being

targeted, though on a much smaller level. Women are also crossing over

into men's market niche as they are told it is liberating to consume in

the typical mans arena of strip clubs and pornography.

Not only are fashions and images frequently changed or 'developed' to mean

there is always some new beauty contraption or cream to purchase to keep

up to date but the age women are supposed to keep up with this beauty

regime is also widening. In the past women have only been required to look

beautiful until they are married with children yet now adverts are aimed

at women as young as 5 and as old as 70. Beauty practices are also

becoming less and less controversial and as surgery becomes safer and

cheaper the difference between hair dye and a facelift diminishes.



Health

The psychiatric effects that the beauty ideal has on us are incredible.

Many women cannot leave the house before applying makeup, which sounds to

me similar to some sort of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder or extreme low

self esteem. We could almost all say that we experience some symptoms of

Body dysmorphic disorder which is diagnosed of those who are critical of

their physique or self image, despite the fact there may be no noticeable

disfigurement or defect.

Girls who were already dissatisfied with their bodies showed more dieting,

anxiety and bulimic symptoms after prolonged exposure to fashion magazines

and ad images in a teen magazine. Stice and Shaw studied the subject's

reactions to pictures of models in magazines. Their results showed that

exposure to the beautiful ideal produced depression, shame, guilt, body

dissatisfaction and stress.

"Women who adopt more androgynous and masculine sex roles tend to be more

mentally healthy" (Emily Tinsley).

In addition to psychological impact the idealised beauty image has on us,

the physical problems that makeup can cause are immense. Cosmetics are

filled with chemicals yet do not come with health warnings on the front,

yet they should. Women that wear cosmetics expose themselves to 200

synthetic chemicals every morning, with 900 of the chemicals used in

cosmetics being toxic.



Formaldehyde is found in nail polish, nail hardener, soap, shampoos, hair

growth preparations and mascara.

Propylene glycol is found in baby lotion and mascara and is also used in

antifreeze and brake fluid. It causes dermatitis, kidney damage and liver

abnormalities.

Women who regularly use talcum powder in the genetal area increase their

risk of ovarian cancer threefold (Erickson)

Hair dye is linked with bladder cancer. In a US study 3000 women, half

found that even after adjusting for cigarette smoking women who use hair

dyes once a month for at least a year have twice the risk of bladder

cancer.

A Home Office paper claiming that BSE can be transmitted through beauty

products because many contain bits of dead animal. Breast implants can

contain brain, fat, placenta and spleen.

Women that wear cosmetics are estimated to take into their bodies 3 to 4.5

kilos of lipstick in a lifetime's use (Erickson 2002)

Animals

Most of our makeup is from US companies who develop beauty potions over

there. In order to create these pots of chemicals they test on animals. In

fact 10-15 million animals are tortured and killed every year in US labs

to test cosmetic products.



Animals are affected in other ways too: millions of gallons of

petrochemicals and synthetic chemicals are washed down our drain into our

sewer systems every day, polluting waterways and destroying marine life.

Status

For many women beauty implies status and has done for centuries. Rich men

were the only ones with access to dowry money and enough brutal force to

claim beautiful women as their wives and so more likely to create

beautiful children. Those with wealth also had more money and time to

spend on beautifying themselves. Beauty itself was even defined by the

wealthy for example as they were the only ones that could afford not to

work outside in the sun they defined beauty as dependent on the paleness

of the skin. This fashion was changed by the rich of the late 20th century

who made tanned skin fashionable, showing you had enough wealth and time

to go overseas on holiday.

This concept continues today with expensive procedures like botox being

available only to those that can afford them., and therefore "beauty"

being preserved for the rich. Many working class women attempt to keep up

and take out loans and extra jobs to pay for boob jobs and face lifts only

to find this beautification was a quick lift and they are left with the

same insecurities yet even more financial difficulties.

Black and Asian ideals often replicate white western image ideals e.g.

small bottom, pale skin etc.





Losses

In addition to the health and psychological problems that the beauty ideal

inflicts us with we are also wasting our life trying to achieve this

ideal. A survey of 2000 UK women by M and S found that on average a woman

takes 10 days a year getting ready for work. 27 minutes every day. 10%

took more than an hour a day. The majority of women spend: 21 minutes

getting ready to go shopping, 59 mins getting ready for a romantic

evening.

Bicycles and Body Image

Bicycling revolutionised the way women were 'allowed' to dress when it was

first used and caused massive public outrage and determination. In the

Nineteenth Century women were bound in corsets and draped with petticoats

and skirts, which were seen to portray femininity. When women started

cycling it soon became obvious that this attire wasn't suitable for

comfortable cycling, and women began to wear bloomers instead of skirts.

This 'rational dress' was seen as being far too masculine by many and many

women suffered persecution and abuse when wearing these baggy trousers.

One example of this persecution is described in "How I learned to ride a

Bicycle- Reflections of an Influential 19th Century Women":

"Some American bicycle clubs held dances exclusively for bloomer-clad

women and their partners... In 1895, after a successful bloomer dance,

police in Chicago put a stop to these events by threatening to treat women

in bloomers like prostitutes"





The use of the bloomer paved the way for clothing reform for women. The

wearing of uncomfortable corsets became much less used, as their danger

and discomfort was greatly increased when cycling, which meant that women

were able and encouraged to do away with this harmful garment. Robert

Smith described the changes cycling had on women's dress in the 1890's as

"a much greater blow in behalf of the emancipation of women than taking

off a brassiere"

Paradoxically it is the attire and the image of and whilst cycling that

could be putting modern women off using the bicycle as a form of

transport. The TRL conducted "Attitudes to cycling: a qualitative study

and conceptual framework" (1997) where they found that women were less

keen on cycling due to concerns about personal appearance, stating that it

spoilt their hairstyle and were "worried about the view from behind"

(Female, occasional cyclist, Ealing) (TRL, 1997, p.10).

Women's concerns about appearance are not only concerned with cycling, it

is a problem facing all women in our society:

"In our culture, not one part of a women's body is left untouched,

unaltered. No feature or extremity is spared the art, or pain, of

improvement. Hair is dyed, lacquered, straightened, permanented; eyebrows

are plucked, pencilled, dyed; eyes are lined, mascaraed, shadowed; lashes

are curled or false- from head to toe, every feature of a woman's face,

every section of her body, is subject modification, alteration." (Dworkin,

1974, p.112)



In a society that imposes such beauty regulations on women it is little

wonder that fewer women than men engage in a form of transport that may

result in them sweating, their makeup running and hair becoming

dishevelled. The fact that more girls travel to school by car, a machine

that allows them to get there without even a breeze disturbing their hair,

could be seen as yet another beauty practise.

These beauty practises are not seen as harmless choices that women make,

that shouldn't be questioned. Dee Graham has written much about femininity

as behaviour of a subordinate group. She uses the phrase "Stockholm

Syndrome" to describe the predicament of women victimised by men:" If one

(inescapable group) threatens another group with violence but also- as a

group- shows the victimised group some kindness, an attachment between the

groups will develop. This is what we refer to as Societal Stockholm

Syndrome" (Graham, 1994, p.57)

She describes how the words "masculine" and "feminine" could also be seen

as being "male domination" and "female subordination". She states how,

through beauty practises such as makeup, removal of body hair, wearing

restrictive clothing like high heels (terrible for cycling in!) women are

trying to win men over, to "use any available information to alter our

behaviour in ways that make interactions with men go smoothly" (p.160)

For youth workers to be able to effectively encourage young women to cycle

these factors must be taken into consideration and addressed. Although

suggestions such as cycling slower to avoid sweating and messing up their

hair could be practical, cycling should be a fun and practical method of



transportation rather than one that forces young women to be self

conscious.

This does not mean, however, that young women should simply not cycle due

to these problems. Instead they need to be tackled at the root and young

women need to feel comfortable and confident to appear in any situation

looking any way they please. Youth workers may take inspiration from the

female cyclists that fought for social change in the way they dressed in

the Nineteenth Century. They can encourage young women to feel the same

amount of freedom and control over their own lives, their wardrobe and to

feel empowered to ride a bicycle that could result in messing up their

hair but could also be a liberating experience that gives them

independence.

Dworkin highlighted the importance of overcoming insecurities around

appearance for women:

"Standards of beauty describe in precise terms the relationship that an

individual will have to her own body. They prescribe her mobility,

spontaneity, posture, gait, the uses to which she can put her own body.

They define precisely the dimensions of her physical freedom" (Dworkin,

1974, p. 112)

Another concern highlighted in the TRL study was that cycling is seen as

being a macho and a mode of transport reserved for boys and men. In Return

Of The Scorcher (White, 1992) a female bicycle mechanic describes how she

was never allow to pursue her interest in bicycle mechanics as a child.

She describes how she was repeatedly told that it was only boys that were





allowed to get dirty and play with bicycles, and that she as a girl should

be clean and concentrate on future occupations such as nursing.

Though women and men's job roles are becoming slightly overlapped in the

workplace, it is unlikely that the social pressures for children to act

according to the gender that is set for them can be easily overcome.

Gender identifying begins early, when in the womb parents are already

finding great excitement in guessing, not so much as it's appearance or

intellect, but its gender.

These early enforcements can make young women feel that to overcome these

expectations will question their identity. A teenage girl wanting to ride

a bicycle to school not only has the pressures of her appearance on a

bicycle and how her social status will be judged. She will also, by

involving herself in a 'boys' activity have questioned her sexuality, her

ability to attract men and opened herself to mockery. This can be seen in

the TRL study where the macho image of bicycling was one of the main

reasons for deterring women from cycling.

Conclusion and Rules

So the beauty ideal is dangerous for our bodies and our minds and although

the wearing of the lipstick was an act of defiance by the suffragettes,

after it has been turned into a way to trap women into consumerism and low

self esteem, it is extremely unlikely that a suffragette to day would wear

it.



I stopped wearing makeup when I got involved in politics, admittedly

because I just couldn't be bothered with the waste of time that I felt it

was. It meant that I looked weird after riding my bike, with mascara run

down my face and stripes of foundation where the sweat had washed some of

it away. It felt pointless and I felt trapped by the regime of spending my

time to try to look like an ideal that I was never going to achieve. Im

never going to be Kate Moss and I've just got to accept that. Its not that

ive accepted defeat its that I found something better and more worthwhile

and that's riding my bike or reading or having fun with my friends in a

way that's positive and not judging each other on what our faces look

like.

Feminism is weird and confusing when it comes to this subject. Karen

Lehrman in the Lipstick Proviso states that "women are not victimised by

diets, exercise, beautiful models, high heels, makeup" she even states

that women 's oppression exists only because of their failure to exercise

their personal power. Naomi Wolf believes that all the structures that

enforced women's subordination have been toppled. She states that these

forces were the family and church, yet surely if they have gone then they

have been replace by consumerism's rules instead, which in many ways are

even more forceful. I don't believe that the ideals of the family and

church (even if toppled) can be extracted so quickly from our minds, we

are creatures of habit and insecurities and these things cling to us and

these feelings of inadequacy and regulations will not disappear from our

minds overnight.





Wolf and Lehrman make this all sound very simple and hopeful. We choose to

be oppressed and depressed and so all we need to do is to pull our socks

up and make a choice.

They are right in a certain sense that it will take us to say no, to make

the personal political and stand up for ourselves and against this abusive

image culture and take responsibility. Participation is, after all,

perpetuation. Yet it isn't that simple. We are trapped in a spell of low

self esteem where the only thing that can make us feel better is what they

prescribe.

I don't wear makeup but now and again I look at other women in magazines

and on billboards and feel inadequate and feel as though maybe they're

right maybe that mascara will improve the way I look.

I worked as a bicycle messenger which means that I had to go into offices

filled with made up women to deliver packages around the city on my bike.

I walked in and immediately felt scrutinised, as a woman walking in their

with muddy trousers, sweaty red face and windswept hair they looked at me

like I was something on their shoe and it was horrible.

I can't imagine how people can say that we have a choice whether to

participate in the beauty industry when you receive such a response if you

reject it. I can't imagine what it would be like if I worked in that

office every day and came in with hairy legs, no makeup and hair messed up

by the exhilarating bicycle ride to get there. To be honest the whispering

and bitching would probably either make me quit or succumb to using makeup

and looking like I'm told to by magazines.





The beauty class is also treated far better than anyone else in the

workplace and are more likely to get a promotion.

So although we must start with ourselves we must also recognise that it is

extremely difficult to shake off the images that we are constantly

bombarded with that are designed to make us feel insecure.

It will take a long time, even when these structures are gone, to accept

ourselves and our body image as it is and so we cannot expect to be able

to solely change things by changing ourselves as an individual or

victimising those women that find it too difficult to stop.

Instead we must smash the structures that subordinate us, we must bring

down the cosmetics and advertising industries and not let them objectify

our bodies any longer. Through subvertising and other creative acts of

defiance we must reclaim our bodies and then we can start reclaiming our

minds.



Some examples of direct action and actions against the beauty industry

include:

You can't buy beauty

We wanted to do a positive action, one that made people think without

making them feel bad about themselves or angry towards us for blaming

them. So instead of just sabotaging L'Oreal or telling people what was bad

about them we decided to make people feel good without the use of

makeovers or L'Oreal's unethical and harmful products.

We went out into the street, outside Boots where they sell not only

L'Oreal but hundreds of other unethical beauty products. We gave out

stickers saying 'I don't need a makeover because I am beautiful', we had

pieces of paper that said 'I don't need a makeover because…' and asked

people to fill in their own reasons. We also gave out alternative, natural

beauty tips and recipes and leaflets explaining why L'Oreal isn't worth

it.

We also made stickers to put onto L'Oreal's products warning people about

the harmful chemicals they contain, and their unethical behaviour. These

were put onto their shampoo, makeup and anti-ageing cream packaging in the

shop.



The response was amazing, everyone seemed really cheered up by the whole

thing, asking for more stickers for their friends and filling in the paper

with comments like (I don't need a makeover because…) 'I am happy with who

I am' and 'I am worth more than L'Oreal'. We brought a smile to people's

faces where L'Oreal bring only low self-esteem, harmful chemicals and

unethical practices.


